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Abstract—We study a data dissemination scenario in which
data items are to be transmitted to mobile clients via one of the
stationary data access points (APs) that the clients pass by en
route to their destinations. The scheduler dedicates sequences of
consecutive timeslots of an AP to downloading a data item to
a client during the time window in which it is in range, which
corresponds to assigning a job (the client’s download) to a machine
(the AP) among many. The transmission rate chosen for each
assignment partly corresponds to setting a machine’s speed, but it
also has subtler effects. The APs may control transmission power
to tune its transmission range making sure that no interference
occurs with neighboring APs’ transmissions. The problem is a
generalization of an already NP-hard parallel-machine scheduling
problem in which jobs’ release times and deadlines depend on the
machine to which they are assigned. We define this joint timeslot,
power control, and rate assignment problem formally and apply
both new algorithms and adaptations of existing algorithms to it.
We evaluate these algorithms through simulations which show that
our proposed algorithms achieve near-optimal throughput.
Index Terms—Interference, machine, mobility, networks, optimization, power control, resource allocation, scheduling, sensor,
transmission control, wireless.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION

I

N wireless sensor networks (WSNs), sensor nodes collect
data of interesting events across the network and send them
back to the data access points (APs), which are often stationary
sensor nodes, awaiting the end users to collect the information
on demand. It is often assumed in the literature that end
users have immediate and unlimited access to APs via wired
connections. However, if an end user is moving such that the
wanted data needs to be wirelessly downloaded from an AP
only when the user passes by, then the collection of data is
subject to constrained contact windows in time. Furthermore,
when there are more than one end users in the network to collect
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Fig. 1.

Time window with various transmission rates and fixed power.

data from the given set of APs, they compete for the limited APs
and constrained contact windows. In this case, how to assign
the multiple APs to the mobile end users in time forms a jobmachine scheduling problem with n jobs (each with weight wi
and processing time pi , and release time ri and deadline di ) to
be assigned to m parallel machines [1]. A valid assignment of a
job i to machine k would be to dedicate machine k exclusively
to job i over some interval [s, s + pi ) ⊆ [ri , di ).
Systems for scenarios, like a rescue mission, where mobile
end users need to download data items wirelessly from APs,
introduce another degree of freedom to the scheduling problem,
i.e., adaptive transmission rate selection. First assume APs
can transmit using a constant transmission power or different
channels that prevent any interference among neighboring APs.
For a user-AP pair, the choice of transmission rate can affect
both the contact window as well as the processing time, which
in turn influences the scheduling performance. The reason is
elaborated as follows.
According to the Shannon Theorem [2], (i.e., formula: C =
B · log(1 + (P/N/dγ )), where C—channel capacity, B—
bandwidth of the channel, P/N —signal power to noise ratio,
d—transmission range, γ—some attenuation constant parameter, γ = 2 for free space attenuation model), as a user passes by
an AP, the capacity of the channel from the AP to the user first
increases, as the user approaches the AP, and then decreases, as
the user departs the AP, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmission
rate of the download to the user is bounded above by the
channel capacity of the AP. As a result, for a user-AP pair,
choosing a lower transmission rate (i.e., Rate 1 in Fig. 1) gives a
larger contact window (i.e., Window 1 in the Figure) with an AP
as is seen by the flat Rate 1 line intersecting the capacity curve.
Thus, lower transmission rates allow the download to start
earlier and end later. For the higher rate (i.e., Rate 2 in Fig. 1)
the contact window (i.e., Window 2) is shorter which means
the download should start later and should terminate earlier.
Intuitively, the lower the transmission rate the larger the contact
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Time window with various transmission rates and two different power

window size giving more freedom when the transmission can be
started and finished. However, the other impact of rate control
is on the download duration of job, i.e., the job size. Since we
can transmit the job faster with high transmission rate the size of
the job is shortened. On the other hand, with lower transmission
rate the size of the job is longer. Thus, lower transmission rate
requires more slots on an AP.
Therefore, selecting the transmission rate has a two-fold
impact to the job-machine scheduling problem. Selecting a low
transmission rate increases the job’s contact window with an
AP but at the same time increases the size of the job (i.e., its
download duration), while selecting a high transmission rate
decreases the job’s contact window with an AP but at the same
time decreases the size of the job. How to adaptively control the
transmission rate to optimize the matching/scheduling between
end users and APs is still an open issue, as existing rate
control for WSNs mostly focus on resolving network congestions for data transmission from the source sensors to the APs
[3] and [4].
Controlling the transmission power adds another degree of
freedom to our scheduling problem. When the power is increased the channel capacity curve would shift upward as is
shown in Fig. 2. On assumption that the transmission rate is
fixed, using the formula C = B · log(1 + (P/N/d2 )), we observe that increasing transmission power allows us to transmit
farther by increasing APs transmission range. Thus, for a jobAP pair increasing power (i.e., from Power 1 to Power 2 in the
Fig. 2) increases the contact window (i.e., from Window 1 to
Window 2 in the Fig. 2), which means that the transmission
can be started earlier and finished later. Even though power
control with fixed transmission rate has no effect on the job’s
size, since job’s size by definition depends on the size of the
data and transmission rate, which intuitively means that we
want to always use highest transmission power, it may create
interference among other APs that are transmitting as is shown
in Fig. 3. In the Figure we see that using Rate 2 and Power 2,
Window 2C and Window 2D overlap (i.e., interference between
two neighboring APs). However, when power is reduced to
Power 1, Window 1C and Window 1D do not overlap. We
also see from the Figure that using lower transmission rate
Rate 1 creates interference even for lower power Power 1.
Thus, a balancing factor that prevents us from using the highest
transmission power is interference.

Fig. 3. Time window with various transmission rates and two different power
levels and two interfering machines.

To sum up, in the scheduling problem that we study in this
paper both contact windows and job sizes depend on jobs, machines to which they are being assigned to, transmission power
levels of APs, and transmission data rates at which data are being transmitted on a following machine to a following job. Both
transmission rate and transmission power can be controlled.
The goal is to schedule job transmission on APs so as to maximize the sum of profits of all scheduled jobs (i.e., throughput
maximization) while controlling transmission rate and transmission power per each job-AP pair and at the same time eliminate interference among transmitting APs (e.g., only one AP
can transmit to avoid interference while the neighboring APs
need to reduce their transmission range, so as not to interfere, by
controlling their transmission power and/or transmission rate).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses some related work. Section III-A presents
the system model. Section III-B and C present mathematical
formulations of the problem and problem settings. Scheduling
algorithms with rate selection and power control are presented
in Section IV, followed by simulation and results in Section V.
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The scheduling problem here lies within the family of
parallel-machine scheduling. The literature on scheduling algorithms on parallel machines is enormous [1]. The most abstract
problem is the Interval Scheduling Problem or ISP which is
formulated as follows. For ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, given a family of
intervals Ji . Selecting an interval [s, e) from Ji yields a profit
of wi . The task is to select at most one interval from each
Ji so that the selected intervals are disjoint and the profit is
maximized. This is the simplest model which is NP-hard [5].
The intervals may be listed explicitly or implicitly by some
parameters defining a job Ji . A popular special case of ISP is
where the intervals are defined by release time ri , a deadline
di , and a processing time pi . To schedule job i, an interval of
length pi must be selected within the interval [ri , di ). If we
let the unit penalty Ui to be either 0 (job i is scheduled) or 1
(job i is not scheduled), then, in the standard 3-field notation
for scheduling problems introduced by Lawler [6], this special
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ISP is equivalent to 1|ri | i wi (1 − Ui ). Note that the first
field in the standard notation specifies the machine environment
(a single machine in our case), the second field specifies job
characteristics (jobs having release times in our case), and the
third field specifies optimality criteria (throughput in our case).
This problem is known to be NP-hard since a special case is a
Knapsack problem when all deadlines are equal and all release
times are 0. In fact this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense
if different integer job lengths are allowed when all release
times and deadlines are integers employing a simple reduction
from 3-PARTITION [7] and [8]. To generalize ISP to multiplemachine case where
the machines are unrelated the problem

becomes R|ri | i wi (1 − Ui ), with R representing unrelated
parallel machines. Due to applications that these special cases
of ISP solve, they are often referred to as throughput maximization problem (TMP) or real time scheduling problem [5]
and [9]–[12]. Many generalizations of this problem are NP-hard
[8] when number of machines m > 1: ri = 0 and identical di ;
three integer job lengths (1, 3, and q), integer deadlines but one
overall release time; two integer job lengths (1 and q), integer
release times and deadlines.
Many recent works on TMP provide approximation
bounds

for a more general setting of R|ri | wi (1 − Ui ) problem. 
Bar-Noy et al. in [11] give a 2-approximation for the
1|ri | wi (1 − Ui ) and 3-approximation for the general case
R|ri | wi (1 − Ui ) via an LP relaxation of a time-indexed
formulation and rounding. They also provide a combinatorial
algorithm
√ m-Admission which has approximation bounds of
3 + 2 2 for the unrelated machines case. Berman et al. in [10]
give a
combinatorial 2-approximation two-phase algorithm for
R|ri | wi (1 − Ui ). Comparable results of 2-approximation
are given by Bar-Noy et al. in [13] by employing a technique
based on local-ratio which is comparable to primal-dual technique analysis. Chuzhoy et al. in [5] improve the approximation
bound of 2 to less than 1.582 for arbitrary instances of ISP.
Many of these TMP algorithms considered machine independent contact windows [10], [11], and [13]. Recently,
however, [12] has considered the TMP problem applied to
mobile scenarios, where a mobile user can download from
an AP only when it passes by within the AP’s transmission
range with machine-dependent contact windows. The problem
is a generalization of TMP with job-dependant but machineindependent release times and deadlines. New algorithms
with approximation guarantees are presented and evaluated.
Lee et al. [14] study an unrelated machine scheduling where
contact windows are both machine and job dependent. Their
objective though is minimizing the total weighted flow time.
With an advance of wireless technology, wireless APs are
capable of adjusting transmit power and data transmission
rate with which an AP can communicate with the users [15]
and [16]. Thus in wireless mobile applications there are other
parameters that may specify/modify intervals and processing
times for the TMP. The job scheduling problem relevant to
adaptive rate-controlled scheduling for multimedia and other
applications [17] and [18], is one in which each job Ji = (wi , ri ,
di , pi,k ) is instead characterized as Ji = (wi , ri , αi,k , pi,k ),
where αi,k = (di −ri )/pi,k is a stretch factor for Ji on machine
Mk . Berman et al. in [19] presented a 2/(1+1/(2α+1 −2−

α))-approximation algorithm for this special case of TMP
when the stretch factor αi for each job Ji is at most α, which
is a better than 2-approximation algorithm previously known.
Though, the concept of a stretch factor is related to transmission
rates, they are very different. In our application both jobs’ processing times and contact windows depend on a transmission
rate. Our multi-choice scheduling is related to a multiple-choice
knapsack problem [20] in a sense where hoices are rates that
determine both contact window size of a job (i.e., [ri , di ) intervals) and processing times pi that are also machine-dependent.
The choice of power level determines the contact window
size and hence performance of the schedule. Yang et al. in [16]
consider a problem of throughput maximization in a wireless
mesh access network where operating frequency and power
levels can be adjusted. The problem is approached from a
game theoretical perspective. In their work the goal is to maximize the SINR and hence the throughput of both cooperative
and non-cooperative APs while eliminating the interference.
Peng et al. in [15] propose a recursive randomized algorithm
to find optimal power levels and data rates for APs that would
maximize the throughput. In both works, however, there is no
scheduling involved since the objective is to transmit no matter
to whom and at what time. As long as an AP can transmit some
data with good SINR it contributes to the throughput. Our goal
is to pick appropriate power level and data transmission rates
for an AP for each job so as to eliminate interference with other
APs as well as to maximize the schedule profit measured in sum
of the weighted throughput of all scheduled jobs.
There are two models for the interference: physical and
protocol. The physical model (e.g., SINR model) is widely
considered as a reference model for physical layer behavior.
However, its application in wireless sensor networks is limited
due to its complexity. The protocol model (e.g., unified disk
graph model) is simple. This is the model we use in our paper
to create the interference matrix. Shi et al. in [21] reconcile
the tension between physical and protocol models and explore
the fundamental question on how to correctly use protocol
interference model so as to narrow the solution gap between
the physical and protocol models.
III. P ROBLEM M ODELS
In this section we provide a formal problem definition and
define an Integer Program (IP) to solve the problem. Since
the problem is NP-hard, we then propose heuristic based algorithms with approximation guarantees to solve the problem. For
the list of notations used in defining the models refer to Table I.
A. Abstract Job-Scheduling Model
We consider M = {M1 , . . . , Mm } machines deployed in a
given field and J = {J1 , . . . , Jn } mobile users traveling in the
field. Each user has a single job. Each job j is associated with a
profit wj , which indicates the value of successfully scheduling
that job. (We assume without loss of generality that wj > 0 since
zero-profit jobs can be discarded.) The optimization objective is
to maximize the total profits of scheduled jobs. A user can be
scheduled to download its job from any, but only one machine.
Assume that both transmission data rates and transmission
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TABLE I
N OTATION

power levels are finitely discretized. A transmission rate out of
R = {R1 , . . . , RK } predefined rate levels needs to be adopted
for the download. Let P = {P1 , . . . , Pq } be the set of discrete
power levels which machines can select when transmitting data
to each job. Then scheduling a given job i means choosing
1) the machine k to assign it to, 2) the rate ρ at which to
run it, 3) the power level π to use, and 4) the start time s at
which to begin the job. Equivalently, each tuple (j, k, ρ, π, s) ∈
{jobs}×{machines}×{rates}×{power levels}×{times}
is one possible way to schedule or job instance of a job, and
this scheduling is either chosen (providing profit wj ) or not.
The parameters ρ and/or π are omitted when the rate and/or the
power level is fixed.
A job can be scheduled—that is, a job instance is valid—only
if the job is performed between its release time and deadline.
These values both depend on the job, the machine, the rate,
and the power: rjkρπ and djkρπ , while the job’s processing
time or length pjkρ depends on the job, the machine, and
the rate. More formally, the time interval of the job instance
must be contained within the release time / deadline interval:
[s, s + pjkρ ) ⊆ [rjkρπ , djkρπ ).
With each pair of machines we can associate a zero-one
interference matrix for each selectable power level and each
selectable transmission data rate as I(Mk ,M ) [P ×P ×R×R].
The entry is zero if two transmitting machines with selected
power levels and selected transmission rates do not interfere, and one otherwise. That is, I(M1 ,M2 ) [P1 , P2 , R1 , R2 ] = 1
means that M1 selecting power P1 and transmission rate R1
would interfere with M2 that selected power P2 and transmission rate R2 .
Recall that the intended application of this abstract problem
is the transfer of data between cars and nodes. In this interpretation, user j’s data item is job j and node k is machine k.
We define the contact window associated with a chosen rate
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TABLE II
IP F ORMULATION W ITH A DJUSTABLE R ATES AND P OWERS

and power level of a job-machine pair to be the period of time
within which the Shannon capacity [2] between the machine
and the user is higher than the chosen rate (see Fig. 1). Thus,
release times and deadlines (i.e., the boundaries of the time
interval in which car/job j can communicate with node/machine
k) to download from the machines are job, machine, rate, and
power dependent. The time it takes to download a job is the
processing time that is also job, machine, and rate dependent.
The processing times do not change for different power levels
for a fixed transmission rate. The objective of the scheduling
problem is then to find, for each job, a machine, a transmission
rate, a transmission power and a set of consecutive timeslots
(defined by a starting timeslot), so as to maximize the total
scheduled job profit while at the same time making sure that the
transmission of any job by one machine does not interfere with
the transmission of jobs from any other machine when powers
and rates are adjusted.
B. IP Formulations
The problem can be formulated as an Integer Program (IP).
Even though in general solving an IP is an NP-hard problem, for
moderate input sizes of the problem instances an IP can give a
solution in reasonable time. For larger instances LP-relaxation
may provide useful bounds to compare heuristics.
We extend an IP formulation of [12] to one where multiple
transmission rates and powers are possible. The core concept
in the formulation is that of a job instance, as defined above.
There is a 0/1 decision variable xjkρπs corresponding to each
job instance [s, s + pjkρ ) of Jj , when potentially on Mk , with
transmission rate ρ ∈ R and using transmission power π ∈ P,
i.e., job instance {j, k, ρ, π, s}. The decision variable xjkρπs
is 1 if this job instance is scheduled, and 0 otherwise. The IP
formulation is shown in Table II.
The optimization objective here is to maximize the sum of
weight of all scheduled jobs, over all possible legal job assignments xjkρπs . The first constraint ensures mutual exclusion,
that is, no multiple jobs are scheduled simultaneously on a
single machine. The second constraint prevents any single job
from being scheduled more than once. The third constraint
ensures that there is no interference among transmitting APs.
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TABLE III
IP F ORMULATION W ITH A DJUSTABLE P OWERS

The fourth constraint restricts x variables to be 0/1 integer. For
an LP-relaxation, we can relax this constraint to be any number
in interval [0, 1].
We use indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} for jobs, k,  ∈ {1, . . . , m}
for machines, ρ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K} for rates, π, π  ∈ {1, . . . , q}
for power levels, and s ∈ {1, . . . , t} for timeslots. The pairs
of ρ and π variables are used in the constraints ensure that no
two job assignments interfere with one another. We can then
express release time and deadline for job j on machine k with
transmission rate ρ and power level π as rjkρπ and djkρπ . The
processing time for job j, machine k, and transmission rate ρ
is pjkρ . Let s indicate the starting time of job j on machine k
with transmission rate ρ and transmission power π if this job
assignment (job instance) is chosen. In such a case rjkρπ ≤ s
and s + pjkρ ≤ djkρπ .
Controllable Power But Fixed Rates: To study how power
control affects the scheduling performance independently from
rate control, we can assume that there is only a single transmission rate that the APs may employ and model the problem for
adjustable power levels only. In this case both release times and
deadlines are job-machine-power dependant as rjkπ and djkπ ,
but the processing times are job-machine dependent only as in
pjk . The interference matrix then is modified as I(Mk ,M ) [P ×
P]. The entry is zero, if two transmitting machines do not
interfere at given transmitting power levels, and one otherwise.
The x variables will drop ρ subscript since the rate is fixed. The
IP can be modified by dropping the third summation from the
objective and the second summation from both the first and
second constraints. The formulation is given in Table III.
The constraints are as before. The first constraint ensures
mutual exclusion, that is no multiple jobs are scheduled simultaneously on a single machine. The second constraint prevents
any single job from being scheduled more than once. The
third constraint ensures that there is no interference among
transmitting APs. The fourth constraint restricts x variables to
be 0/1 integer.
Controllable Rates But Fixed Powers: When APs are located in such a way that no interference is possible for the
highest selected power level for each AP we can eliminate
the interference constraint from the formulation altogether. The
release times, deadlines, and processing times in this case

TABLE IV
IP F ORMULATION W ITH A DJUSTABLE R ATES

become job-machine-rate dependent only and are expressed as
rjkρ , djkρ , pjkρ , respectively. The x variables will drop the π
subscript since the powers are fixed. This can help us study
how adjustable rates affect the scheduling performance. The
IP formulation is modified by dropping the fourth summation
from the objective and the third summation from both the first
and second constraints. The formulation is given in Table IV.
The first set of constraints is for mutual exclusion which
prevents multiple jobs from being scheduled on a single machine. The second set of constraint prevents each job from
being scheduled more than once. The third constraint restricts
decision variable to be integers 0 or 1.
We have implemented these IPs in AMPL and solved them
with CPLEX. For large instances we can relax integrality
constraints to solve an LP-relaxation of IPs.
C. Application Setting
In this section we describe our environment and discuss
two different settings on which we base our solutions. In the
system we have stationary Access Points deployed within a
geographical region and mobile clients with information needs
that are traveling towards a mission site. We call the time period
during which a client can communicate with the AP the contact
window. A client must receive its information from any one of
the AP within this time window. The window is decided by
the speed vector, the route, the relative location of the AP, the
transmission rate and transmission power of the AP.
The system has slotted time, so the task of the system is
to decide how we allocate these timeslots to different clients.
There are two types of problem settings we consider: offline and
centralized online. In the offline setting, everything required to
solve the problem is known, i.e., the data that is requested,
the path of each mobile client including their speed. This
setting is relevant for the scheduling a planned rescue missions.
All scheduling may be done before the missions start. In the
centralized online, nothing about the job is known until its
client appears on a geographical region. Once the client is in the
region, everything about the job becomes known, provided that
nothing unpredictable happens. For example data delivery to
busses in the city, where busses may be added or removed from
service, but their routes are known and fixed. A central system
has information about the busses in service and schedules the
delivery of data. In the next section we design algorithms for
both settings and prove approximation bounds.
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IV. A LGORITHMS
In this section we design algorithms for the TMP(J , M, R,
P) problem. First we prove the hardness of our scheduling
problem. We prove hardness by means of a Cook reduction
from the Knapsack, which is NP-hard [7].
Theorem 1: Solving TMP(J , M, R, P) optimally is NP-hard.
Proof: Given an instance of a Knapsack with capacity B
and knapsack items i where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ⊂ N. Each item i has
a profit wi and a size pi . We create an instance of TMP(J , M,
R, P) where there is only one machine, one transmission rate
and one power level (i.e., TMP(J , M1 , R1 , P1 )). For each
knapsack item i associate a Ji of TMP(J , M1 , R1 , P1 ), where
all Ji have release time equal 0 and deadline equal B. The
processing time of Ji is equal to the size of the knapsack
item i, which is pi . The weight of Ji is equal to the profit
of knapsack item i, which is wi . An optimal solution to
TMP(J , M1 , R1 , P1 ) is an optimal solution to Knapsack. 
Since the general problem is NP-hard even in a restricted
setting where there is only one choice for a transmission rate
and transmission power, we propose heuristic based algorithms
by extending existing combinatorial algorithms which in some
cases preserve the approximation guarantees. We adapt TwoPhase algorithm of [10] and Admission algorithm of [11] to
design our algorithm to solve machine-job-rate and machinejob-rate-power dependent scheduling problems. We note that
both of these algorithms were adopted in machine-job dependent scheduling windows settings in [12] without losing
approximation guarantees.
A. Admission-Based Algorithms
In an Admission algorithm [11], jobs are considered in the
order of non-decreasing end times. The algorithm schedules
jobs machine-by-machine m times, and hence an algorithm is
called m-Admission.
The approximation ratio of this algorithm
√
is 3 + 2 2.
First we design algorithms that assume that transmission
powers are fixed and no interference occur when adapting
different transmission rates.
m-Admission—All Rates Algorithm: We propose an
“m-Admission—all rates” algorithm. (Refer to Algorithm 1),
which is a straightforward extension of the “m-Admission”
algorithm in [12] where all possible rate levels are considered.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
• For each job-AP combination (j, k), choose a rate ρ. Find
out the contact window size Tρ = (djkρ − rjkρ ) timeslots
and job size pjkρ timeslots associated with the chosen
rate ρ. Then, enumerate Njkρ = Tjkρ − pjkρ + 1 job instances, each with incremental starting timeslot s where
s ∈ {rjkρ , . . . , djkρ − pjkρ }.
• Perform step 1 with all combinations job-machine-rate
triplets (j, k, ρ) until all job instances (j, k, ρ, s) are
enumerated.
• Run m-Admission on all the job instances to obtain the
final schedule.
It is worth noting that “m-Admission—all rates”
√ provides
the same approximation guarantee (i.e., 3 + 2 2) as the
m-Admission algorithm of [11], since all possible rate levels
are considered here.

Algorithm 1 m-Admission Algorithms
1: procedure E NUMERATION S TAGE
// m-Admission—all rates
Enumerate all job instances (j, k, ρ, s)
OR
// m-Admission—max-ratio rate selection
For each (j, k), pre-select ρ∗ such that ρ∗j,k =
argρ max(djkρ − rjkρ /pjkρ )
(i.e., Enumerate all job instances (j, k, ρ∗j,k , s))
2: end procedure
Input: Enumerated job instances
Output: Feasible schedule of jobs on m machines
3: procedure J OB S ELECTION S TAGE
4:
Let S ← ∅ be admission schedule
5:
for each machine k do
6:
I ← the set of all job instances (job, weight,
beginning, ending)
7:
Note: Consider the jobs that are not yet scheduled
on previous machines.
8:
sort I in order of non-decreasing ending (conflicts
are resolved by considering higher weighted instances
first, then if the weights are the same the order is according to bigger beginning)
9:
Let A ← ∅ be schedule on machine k
10:
while I = ∅ do
11:
let Jj ∈ I be a job instance that terminates
earliest
12:
I ← I \ {Jj }
13:
if Jj is not yet scheduled then
14:
let Cj be the set of jobs in A overlapping
with Jj
15:
let W be the total weight of Cj
16:
if W = 0 or wj > 2 · W then
17:
A ← A ∪ {Jj } \ Cj
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end while
21:
Append all jobs in A to S
22: end for
23: return S
24: end procedure

m-Admission—Max-Ratio Rate Selection Algorithm: In systems with large number of possible rate levels, the algorithm
“m-Admission—all rates” that enumerates job instances with
all possible rate levels could be too complex. One way to avoid
this is to find an existing one rate for each job-AP pair that can
be considered rather than all possible rates. Our heuristic selects
a rate so that the ratio of contact window size to the job size is
maximized. More formally:
• For each job-AP combination (j, k), choose a rate ρ∗j,k
such that ρ∗j,k = argρ max(djkρ − rjkρ /pjkρ ).
• Each job-AP pair has a chosen rate ρ∗j,k .
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• Enumerate all job instances with the chosen rate with all
different combination of (j, k, ρ∗j,k , s).
• Run m-Admission on the job instances to obtain the final
schedule.
The algorithm will run faster on expense of losing the approximation guarantee.
Centralized-Online Algorithm: The m-Admission algorithm
can be extended to the centralized online setting. Rather than
applying algorithm machine-by-machine, we can extend it so
that the algorithm works on machines in parallel where we
schedule the earliest finishing job among all the machines in
each step. The extended algorithm is called Global Admission
(Refer to Algorithm 2). To implement our centralized algorithm, we apply Global-Admission algorithm iteratively (Refer
to Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 2 Global-Admission Algorithm
1: procedure G LOBAL -A DMISSION
2: Let A ← ∅ be global-admission schedule
3: Let I ← the set of all job instances
4: while I = ∅ do
5:
let Jj ∈ I be a job instance that terminates earliest
6:
I ←− I \ {Jj }
7:
if Jj ∈ A then
8:
let Cj ← the set of jobs ∈ A overlapping with Jj
9:
let W ← the total weight of Cj
10:
if W = 0 or wj > 2 · W then
11:
A ←− A ∪ {Jj } \ Cj
12:
end if
13:
end if
14: end while
15: return A
16: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Centralized-Online Algorithm
1: procedure C ENTRALIZED -O NLINE
2: for each moment t and a new job Jj arrives:
3:
Fix all scheduled jobs Ji with starting time s ≤ t
4:
Remove other jobs from the scheduled job list
5:
Call Global-Admission with all unscheduled jobs
6: end for
7: end procedure
B. Two-Phase Based Algorithms
Just like with the m-Admission algorithm, we can adopt
a Two-Phase algorithm of [10] which guarantees a slightly
better performance. In the first phase the algorithm pushes job
instances in order of non-decreasing end times onto a stack,
assuming that these job instances have large enough weight
compared to conflicting instances already on the stack. In the
second phase, the algorithm pops the job instances from the
stack to place them into a non-overlapping schedule. When
a job instance enters the stack, it is pushed with a positive

difference of its weight and the sum of all the weights of the
overlapping instances on the stack. This in effect guarantees
that the weight of the stack is equal to the weight of the schedule
formed in the second phase. Just like with the m-Admission
algorithm, we can enumerate all instances with all combinations of job-machine-rate triplets (j, k, ρ) until all job instances
(j, k, ρ, s) are enumerated, where s ∈ {rjkρ , . . . , djkρ − pjkρ }.
Then run the Two-Phase algorithm with all the instances. It is
worth noting that the approximation ratio of 2 still holds in this
case. We call this algorithm “Two-Phase—all rates”. We can
further extend the algorithm where the rates are pre-selected
based on max-ratio of contact window and job size. Afterwards,
rather than running an m-Admission, we run the Two-Phase
algorithm. We call this algorithm “Two-Phase—max-ratio rate
selection”. Refer to the pseudo-code of the Two-Phase Algorithm in [10].
Two-Phase Algorithm with Controllable Power and Rate
Levels Algorithm: The Two-Phase algorithm can also be extended for the case with adaptive power control and transmission rate. Both rate and power levels are controllable. We must
adapt different power levels and transmission rates ensuring
that there is no interference between transmitting APs. The extended algorithm is called Two Phase Algorithm—Rate-PowerControl (2PA-RPC) (Refer to Algorithm 4).

Algorithm 4 Two Phase Algorithm—Rate-Power-Control
(2PA-RPC)
1: Let tot(x.i) be the total value of job instances of i on the
stack
2: Let T OT (x) be the total value of instances of jobs other
than x.i on the stack, with ending > x.s and interfering
with (x.k, x.π, x.ρ)
3: for each job i do done[i] ← f alse;
4: end for
5: procedure P HASE O NE : E VALUATION
6:
L ← the set of all job instances x = (i, k, π, ρ, s, e, w)
7:
sort L in order of nondecreasing ending (ties are resolved by considering higher weighted instances first, then
if the weights are the same the order is according to bigger
beginning, and by machine arbitrarily; the approximation
guarantee does not depend on this tie-breaking method)
8:
S ← an empty stack
9:
for each x from L
10:
v ← x.w − tot(x.i) − T OT (x)
11:
if v > 0 then
12:
push ((i, k, π, ρ, s, e, v), S)
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end procedure
16: procedure P HASE T WO : S CHEDULING
17:
for each machine k
18:
occupied[k] ←− t
19:
end for
20:
while S = ∅
21:
(i, k, π, ρ, s, e, v) ← pop(S);
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if done[i] = f alse and e ≤ occupied[k] and
(i, k, π, ρ, s, e, v) does not interfere with any jobs already
scheduled on other machines
23:
add (i, k, π, ρ, s, e, w) to solution
24:
done[i] ← true
25:
occupied[k] ← s
26:
end if
27:
end while
28: end procedure

22:

Above, we defined a job instance as a tuple (i, k, π, ρ, s). For
convenience, we will write two additional (computed) parameters within the job instance tuple. In addition to containing the
start time s we add the end time e = s + pj,k,ρ (where pj,k,ρ is
the processing time determined by the job, the machine, and the
communication rate). We say job instance x conflicts with job y
if y.s < x.e ≤ y.e (or vice versa), or if x and y are instances
of the same job. (We use the dot notation x.s, x.e, etc., to
indicate these values for a given job instance x.) We also add
a parameter v representing the value of a job instance x relative
to the current state of the stack at the time when x is being
considered: the job instance’s weight minus the values of the
job instances on the stack that x conflicts with. Intuitively, the
job instance’s value represents the the marginal increase in total
weight that this job instance would provide.
Algorithm 4 is the generalization of Berman’s Two Phase
Algorithm to our more general setting in which there are k
(sometimes interfering) machines. This requires us to order
all job instances, rather than proceeding machine-by-machine,
and we must take into consideration interference between the
machines. Our algorithm works as follows: in phase one, job
instances (for all machines) are considered in order of nondecreasing ending and pushed onto the stack (in line 12 of the
algorithm) if their (marginal) value is greater than that of the
job instances there they would preclude scheduling. In phase
two, instances are popped off of the stack and scheduled, with
the instances they preclude popped off and thrown away. Each
job instance added to the actual schedule (in line 23) contains a
w rather than a v because w is the actual weight it provides—
and no other job instance conflicting with it will be scheduled.
Two machines may interfere, depending on their locations,
their power levels, and their transmission rates. That is, the
entities that interfere with one another in this problem setting are pairs of (machine, power level, rate) triplets, e.g.,
(x.k, x.π, x.ρ) interferes with (y.k, y.π, y.ρ). (This generalizes
a simpler, special case model on which pairs of machines
interfere.) Two (machine, power, rate) tuples with the same
machine in each pair always interfere.
A parameter appearing in the approximation guarantee is
I, which is the maximum number of mutually non-interfering
machines that may simultaneously interfere with a single other
machine. That is, imagine the interference graph between
machines resulting from a power assignment to every speed.
I + 1 is the size of the largest claw (i.e., K1,I ) contained in
any such interference graph (for a given problem instance). A
value yielding a looser approximation guarantee is the largest
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degree of all such graphs. Of course, I = 0 when there is no
interference between machines.
Theorem 2: The approximation ratio of 2PA-RPC for problem TMP(J , M, R, P) is at most 2 + I.
Proof: We prove the result by extending the arguments
of [10] from the single-machine case. Let V (X) be the sum
of values of intervals in the set of intervals X. The proofs of
Lemmata 1 and 3 of [10], which prove, respectively that the
algorithm produces a valid, conflict-free solution and that the
solution value (i.e., the total weight of the jobs scheduled in
Phase Two) is at least V (S), go through essentially unchanged.
Our argument here follows and generalizes the proof of [10]’s
Lemma 2.
By S we will refer both to the stack and the set of entries
on it at the end of Phase One, when the algorithm is run on
some fixed problem instance. Let O be some optimal solution
(of value OP T ).
Let Sx be the set of all non-x.i job instances on S conflicting
with x, and let Sx.i be the set of all x.i job instances on S.
Consider a particular job instance x = (i, k, π, ρ, s, e, v) ∈
O. Sx contains the non-x.i job instances on the stack that would
have conflicted with x at the time it was considered and possibly
pushed onto the stack. (Recall that jobinstances are considered
in order of ending.) Now consider x∈O V (Sx ). Each time
a job instance x ∈ O is considered and some instance y ∈ S
conflicts with it, the value of y is added to this sum. How many
times can an instance y be counted? That is, for a particular
y on S, how many intervals x ∈ O can conflict with it? In the
single-machine setting of [10], the intervals [s, e) appearing in
O are disjoint, and so the intervals on S each intersect with at
most one interval of O—the intervals of O partition (a subset
of) the intervals on the stack, and the answer is 1. In our setting,
however, things are more complicated.
Because all the intervals [s, e) appearing in O for a given
machine k are disjoint, y’s interval will intersect at most one
member of O per machine. Less loosely, since x.s < y.e ≤ x.e
in such cases, y conflicts with each such instance x at time step
y.e and yet the instances x do not conflict with one another, and
so the largest possible number of such instances x for machines
other than x.i is I. Of course, y could conflict with a (lower
power) y ∈ O on the same machine as y as well.
Therefore

V (Sx ) ≤ (1 + I)V (S).
(12)
x∈O

Consider again job instances x ∈ O and the corresponding
Sx.i . Since these are disjoint subsets of S, we have

V (Sx.i ) ≤ V (S).
(13)
x∈O

We now prove that for each x ∈ O, we have
wi ≤ V (Sx ) + V (Sx.i ).

(14)

Let Ŝ be the set of job instances on the stack when x =
(i, k, π, ρ, s, e, v) is considered in Phase One. At that point
we decide whether to push to the stack based on the value
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Fig. 4. Power-controlled experiments. (a) 1 AP. (b) 3 APs. (c) Runtime for 3 APs.

v = wi − T OT (x) − tot(i). By definition, we have tot(i) =
V (Ŝx.i ) and T OT (x) = V (Ŝx ). Therefore, if v ≤ 0, we have
wi ≤ tot(i) + T OT (x)
= V (Ŝx.i ) + V (Ŝx )
≤ V (Sx.i ) + V (Sx ).
On the other hand, if v > 0 then we push (increasing the
stack value by v), and so we have
V (Si ) ≥ V (Ŝx.i ) + v
= V (Ŝx.i ) + wi − T OT (x) − tot(i)
= V (Ŝx.i ) + wi − V (Ŝx ) − V (Ŝx.i )
= wi − V (Ŝx )
≥ wi − V (Sx ).
Thus Ineq. (14) again follows.
Now we sum the LHS and the two terms of the RHS of
Ineq. (14) over all x ∈ O and apply Ineqs. (12) and (13)



wi ≤
V (Sx ) +
V (Sx.i )
x

x

x

OP T ≤ (1 + I)V (S) + V (S)
≤ (2 + I)V (S).

V. S IMULATION AND R ESULTS
We conducted a series of experiments on simulated data,
evaluating the performance of the integer programs and our
algorithms on:
• the power-controlled problem formulated in Table III
(see Fig. 4);
• the rate-controlled problem formulated in Table IV
(see Fig. 5);
• the rate/power-controlled problem formulated in Table II
(see Fig. 6).
In each experiment, we evaluate how either a) performance
or b) running time changes as we vary a problem parameter:
either the number of jobs (indexed by j in the IPs) or the
number of machines (indexed by k). Recall from above that
the performance measure we are optimizing for in our problem
setting is the total weighted throughput of jobs. That is, we

want to maximize the sum of the weights of all jobs that are
successfully scheduled.
Our running time measures represent the times we empirically observed for the various algorithms to compute and
return their solutions. Our code implementing the algorithms
was written in Python and CPLEX was used to solve integer
programs. Our experiments were performed on an HP Pavilion
dv6t with a 2.2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 4 GB of
RAM, running Windows 7.
In each experiment we average the results (i.e., performance
or running time) over 50 randomly generated problem instances. In each such experiment, the same 50 instances are
used for all algorithms evaluated.
Several AP deployment scenarios are considered (recall that
APs are indexed by k in the IP):
• a single AP,
• multiple APs deployed on a straight line and a convoy of
clients (e.g., cars) traveling by at varying speeds,
• multiple APs deployed in a grid formation.
The density of the APs network is controlled by varying the
d which is defined to be the distance between horizontal or
vertical lines of a grid with each AP located on an intersection
of horizonal and vertical lines of a grid. To generate jobs, we
use the Random Waypoint model described in [22] and used
in [12]. In this model a job (car) selects a random destination
in the simulated region and a random speed in the range of
[5, 10] m/sec.
IP Constants and Experiment Parameters: We will now
overview the values chosen in the experiments for the problem
parameters (refer to Table V), which correspond to constants in
the integer programs given above. The weight wj of a job is
randomly generated using a Zipf distribution (see [23] for an
overview) with α = 2, clipped with a minimum and maximum
weights of 1 and 10, respectively. The algorithms can adaptively
choose rates ρ from 1 to 11 Mb/s (K = 11) in discrete steps
of 1 Mb/s. The bandwidth of APs is set to 20 Mb/s. Each
job has a data size, which is uniformly distributed in [1, 10].
These data sizes, together with transmission rates, determine
the processing times.
The power levels π (measured in mW) can be controlled and
adaptively chosen from a set P = {100, 125, 150, 175, 200}.
For each job-AP pair the contact windows (which are related
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Fig. 5. Rate-controlled experiments. (a) 1 AP. (b) Convoy with separation 90. (c) Convoy with separation 30. (d) Grid with separation 90. (e) Grid with
separation 30.

Fig. 6.

Rate/power-controlled experiments. (a) 1 AP. (b) Convoy. (c) Varying # APs. (d) Varying # APs: time.
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TABLE V
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

to transmission ranges) are calculated for different transmission
rates and different transmission powers using formula


P/(1 mW)
C = B · log 1 +
.
d2
The interference matrix I(Mk ,M ) [P × P × R × R] is determined according to the protocol interference model. The entry
is zero if the disks corresponding to transmission ranges of
APs with radii given by the above formula, do not overlap for
given transmission power levels and transmission data rates.
The entry is one otherwise.
We calculate the contact windows [rjkρπ , djkρπ ) as follows.
For each AP we use the above formula to compute the transmission ranges yielded by different power levels and transmission
rates. Given a car’s speed, we can compute when the car enters
and leaves the circle representing the AP’s transmission range.
We can thus compute the release times rjkρπ and deadline
djkρπ of a job j, for each (machine k, power level π, transmission rate ρ) triple. We round up to nearest integer the release
times and round down to the nearest integer the deadlines.
The processing time pjkρ of each job instance is computed
by dividing the data size of job j by the transmission rate ρ
that AP k uses to transmit that data. We then round up to the
nearest integer the processing time. Then for job j and for
each (k, π, ρ) triple, this yields job instances for all start times
s ∈ {rjkρπ , . . . , djkρπ − pjkρ }.
Power-Controlled Experiments: In the first experiment [see
Fig. 4(a)] we use one AP and vary the number of jobs. The
power levels can be controlled and are chosen from a set P =
{100, 125, 150, 175, 200}. The transmission rate is fixed at
1 Mb/s. We solve the IP with all possible power levels, with
only maximum power level of 200 mW, and with only minimum power level of 100 mW. We also performed an experiment
[see Fig. 4(b) and (c)] for a scenario with three APs deployed
on a line, separated by a distance of 110m, and a convoy of cars
traveling past them at different speeds. As in the previous experiment, power levels can be controlled while the transmission
rate is fixed at 1 Mb/s. The AP separation distance d = 110 m
so that neighboring APs do not interfere when transmitting at
the lowest power but do interfere otherwise.
Rate-Controlled Experiments: In the next experiment we
investigate effects of rate control. First we performed an experiment [see Fig. 5(a)] with one AP with a fixed transmission
power but adjustable rates in Mb/s chosen from the set R =

{1, 2, . . . 11}. We ran IP with all rate levels, with maximum
rate level, with minimum rate level, and with rate level for each
job-AP pair selected in such a way so that the ratio of contact
window size over job size is maximized.
We conducted experiments to test the performance of our
algorithms for both offline and online settings. We performed
experiments with a convoy passing through 9 APs on a line
with d = 90 m and d = 30 m [see Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively], and with 9 APs placed on a grid of 3 rows and
3 columns with distance of separation of rows and columns
d = 90 m and d = 30 m [see Fig. 5(d) and (e), respectively].
The client paths are generated by the Random Waypoint
model. The algorithms evaluated are m-Admission, two-phase,
centralized-online, with a) all rates and b) the preselected best
rate, based on the maximum ratio of contact window size to
job size.
Rate/Power-Controlled Experiments: Finally, we conducted
experiments to test the 2PA-RPC algorithm for the case of
adjustable rates/powers. We tested under two scenarios: one AP
with a fixed transmission rate but adjustable powers in mW chosen from a set P = {100, 125, 150, 175, 200} [see Fig. 6(a)],
and a convoy passing through 3 APs on a line [see Fig. 6(b)].
The AP separation distance was set to d = 110 m, so that, as
before, neighboring APs do not interfere when transmitting at
the lowest power but do interfere otherwise.
To study how the performance of 2PA-RPC algorithm scale
as a function of the number of APs we performed an experiment
with a convoy of 500 jobs passing through varying number of
APs on a line with d = 110 m [see Fig. 6(c) and (d)]. Again
a fixed transmission rate is used while power levels can be
adjusted and chosen from a set P = {100, 125, 150, 175, 200}.
The next section reports results and insights from simulation.
A. Results and Insights
Power-Controlled Experiments: The case of power control
on one AP is depicted on Fig. 4(a). The curves for IP with all
power levels and for IP with only maximum power level coincide and are higher than the curve for IP with only minimum
power level. This clearly shows that, since there are no other
APs to interfere with, the optimal solution with power control is
to always select the highest possible power for scheduling jobs.
This is not true in a case of 3 APs deployed on a line. Since
APs may interfere with one another the maximum power is not
always optimal anymore. This can be seen from Fig. 4(b) where
the curve of IP with maximum power is lower than the curve of
IP. Nonetheless, the curve of IP with maximum power is still
higher than the curve of IP with minimum power. This shows
that by increasing power we increase contact window size that
may have sometimes more positive effect such as increased
throughput than negative effect such as interference. Fig. 4(c)
shows runtimes in seconds for running IPs with all power levels
or just maximum or minimum power level.
Observe that running IP in this power-controlled setting
becomes prohibitively expensive very quickly [see Fig. 4(c)],
even with small number of jobs: the running time to solve the
IP grows much faster than the times for the heuristic algorithms,
because the number of job instances, and hence number of
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IP variables, grows with number of jobs and also on number
of APs, which in this case is 3. For IPs with only a single
power level (i.e., max or min) the running time is far more
tractable.
Rate-Controlled Experiments: The case of rate control on
one AP is depicted on Fig. 5(a). From the Figure we see
that unlike with power control, selecting maximum rate is
inefficient. This is due to the double effect that the rate has
on scheduling, i.e., increasing rate not only shrinks the job
size but also shrinks the contact window size. With lower rate,
the contact window size increases, but in expense of increased
job size. In fact employing only one fixed rate, whether min
or max, gives very poor performance as is seen in the Figure.
Preselecting a rate where the ratio of contact window size to job
size is maximum gives better throughput than using any single
fixed rate for all jobs; however, it is still sub-optimal to a case
where all rate levels are considered.
Performance of algorithms for a convoy passing through
9 APs on a line separated by a distance of d = 90 m and
d = 30 m is depicted in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. As
seen from the Fig. 5(b), the solution based on m-Admission
algorithm gives a near optimal throughput. Even m-Admission
with preselected rates has better performance than centralizedonline algorithm that operates on all possible rates. However,
when the separation between the APs decreases to d = 30 m,
as is seen from Fig. 5(c), the centralized online algorithm gives
a much better throughput, even outperforming the IP solution
with preselected rates.
The case of rate control with 9 APs on a grid is depicted
on Fig. 5(d) and (e). On Fig. 5(d) we see that the lines for
m-Admission and two-phase algorithms almost coincide. The
centralized-online algorithms gives a slightly lower throughput.
Performance of all three algorithms with preselected rates based
on maximum ratio of contact window size to job size evidently
give a lower throughput. However, we have observed that the
runtime drops by an order of magnitude when best rates are
preselected. The runtime is very crucial especially for the online
setting when the schedule needs to be created online. When the
APs are located closer on a grid all algorithms give near optimal
solution as is seen from Fig. 5(e).
Rate/Power-Controlled Experiments: Performance of the
2PA-RPC algorithm for power/rate-controlled throughput is
shown on Fig. 6(a) for one AP and Fig. 6(b) for multiple APs.
In Fig. 6(a) we have IP solutions for both using maximum
transmission power and minimum transmission power. For one
AP it is always optimal to use the maximum transmission
power and, thus, the IP solution using maximum transmission
power is optimal even when using all possible power levels.
From the Figure we see that the curve for 2PA-RPC algorithm
is higher than IP-min-power curve, which means that 2PARPC algorithms gives better throughput than the best possible
solution with only one lowest transmission power level. When
running 2PA-RPC algorithm with only max power level it
gives the same throughput as when running 2PA-RPC with
all possible power levels. However, 2PA-RPC with min power
level gives the lowest throughput, as expected. For the case of
multiple APs using always the maximum power level is not
always optimal but still better than using the minimum power
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level. In Fig. 6(b) we see that our 2PA-RPC still gives better
solution than just using lowest power level. We also compare
the throughput of 2PA-RPC algorithm with the ones when
running 2PA-RPC using only max or only min power levels and
observe that 2PA-RPC gives better throughput than if using just
max or min power levels.
Fig. 6(c) and (d) depict the performance of the 2PA-RPC
algorithm on a varying number of APs. From Fig. 6(d) we see
that 2PA-RPC scales well with number of APs: the running
time shown in the Figure appears to be nearly linear. In fact
the complexity of the algorithm as implemented is determined
by the time to sort all job instances: O(N log N ) where N is
the number of job instances. Note that N will grow linearly
with the number of APs (with identical characteristics). With
500 jobs, 5 power levels, and up to 21 APs, the solving the
integer programs is intractable almost immediately and so
omitted.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have studied a variant of TMP problem
with adaptive transmission power and rate control. We have
formulated the problem for joint scheduling with either power
control or rate control or both. We have adopted existing and
proposed new algorithms with performance guarantees.
An interesting open problem is raised by our work. We have
considered that when two APs transmit with such a power
that creates an overlap between transmission circles, then APs
interfere and cannot transmit at the same time. However, it is
a liberal assumption since the jobs do not have to be within
an overlap region. If the two jobs receiving transmission from
two APs are outside the overlap region then such overlap may
still be considered. The solution to such a problem should take
into account not just the duration of contact windows but also
point to point location of jobs within a region. In such a case
the performance guarantee of the 2PA-RPC algorithm may be
improved.
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